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Abstract
The Agricultural farming crops are produced in low qualitydue to lack of knowledge of farmers and crops destroyed by insects. To overcome that, many implemented factors are used. The factors can be temperature,soil,humidity,etc.,In biotechnology,some techniques are
used withthe help of IoT. It is mainly used to increase the crops productivity in good quality.Existing related research works on sensor
cloud have primarily focused on the challenges that wireless sensor network (WSN)-based applications. A direct estimate of water use by
subsurface measurements of soil water content has been limited by the high cost of reliable soil moisture sensors. Using some sensors and
techniques water can be irrigated automatically.IOT plays a vital role in smart farming.By using set of specified sensors,the irrigation management can be done properly.The sensed data from the sensors and the irrigation controller are interfaced with Wi-Fi connection. In naive
Bayes, by using decision making process the farmer can decide when and where to irrigate with the help of mobile application. An algorithm was developed with threshold values of temperature and soil moisture that was programmed into a microcontroller-based gateway
to control water quantity.
Keywords: IOT; Naïve; Sensors; WSN.

1. Introduction
Biotechnology is the application of scientific techniques to modify
and improve plants,animals,and Micro-organisms. Agriculture biotechnology is the area of biotechnology involving application to agriculture. GMO in which genetics is altered.Biotechnology has used
in many fields,like industrial areas, including health care (medical),
crop production and agriculture, non-food (industrial) uses of crops
and other products (e.g. biodegradable plastics, vegetable oil, biofuels), and environmental uses. In Bioinformatics is an interdisciplinary field which addresses biological problems using computational techniques.Green Biotechnology is defined as the application
of biological techniques to plants with the aim of improving the nutritional quality,quality and production economics. To protect the
crops from insects, various organic fertilizers are suggested by decision engine.Two sensors are used like DHT11 (temperature and
humidity) and soil moisture. Raspberry pi kit is used, along with
that kit the above mentioned sensors are attached. The DHT11 gives
the value of humidity and temperature and the amount of water content in the soil can be get it from the soil moisture sensor.Such sensors are inserted in the field. From that sensors, the current sensed
data can be collected. Then the collected sensed data is then compared with the historical data from the knowledge base. Based on
the data,the user can make the decision,how much of water can be
supplied to the crops. Due to the climatic condition,the water can
be supplied in both automatically or periodically by the spacial temporal techniques. Hence this system can be more efficient .by using
this techniques in biotechnology,the production of crop is increased.

2. Literature survey
H. Navarro-Hellin and J. M., et. al. (2016), here SIDSS is implemented which means Smart Irrigation Decision Support System for
the supply of water.According to the decision made by the human,the irrigation process can be done accordingly.The implemented proposed system is PLSR and ANFIS of machine learning.
Here the water can be irrigated in a weekly period. By using that
decision support system the decision can be taken by the user according to the weather condition. In this paper, irrigation can be
done for the citrus tree at the location of south east of Spain. [1]
G. Nisha and J.Megala (2014) have investigated about Wireless
sensor Network based where the irrigation can be done in a correct
manner. Two type of sensors are used. Temperature sensor and soil
sensors are kept in the farm field, from that sensors the data can be
fetched. ZigBee protocol is used to control the sensed data from the
sensors. To control the overall process the microcontroller are
used.The camera also kept in the field to capture the affected plant
image,this can be done under image processing. [2]
D.K.Sreekantha, Kavya.A, et. al. (2017)have studied that the Internet of things (IOT), where it is used in agriculture. The farmers using the precision for the growth of the crop. In IoT it collects all the
climatic condition like temperature, soil moisture content,andhumidity etc., wireless sensor network it controls everything.by using the mobile phone the user can get updated details of the land
field. While using that IoT it is a cost efficient. [3]
Monali Paul, K.S., et. al. (2015) have explained the crop prediction.
The sowing of crops or the supply of water can be irrigated by the
farmer’s prediction. That prediction can’t be true always,if the temperature changed, the farmer’s prediction can’t be applicable for the
irrigation process. For that they extract the soil dataset using data
mining.On the basis of predication and the soil temperature, this is
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useful for farmer’s prediction. The required amount of water can be
irrigated to the crops.In that classification they used K-Nearest
Neighbor method. [4]
A.T.M Shakil Ahamed, Navid T., et. al. (2015)in this paper the explained the production of crops from many problem. The problem
may be due to weather changes, and also in environmental issues.
By using some methodology,the problem arising can be reduced to
make a better crop production. And also it can be useful for comparing the original data and the historical data, accordingly the water can be supplied. This project is mainly implemented for cultivating the cereals crops in in good quality in the major areas of
Bangladesh. [5]

3. Problem statement







By using Arduino kit, the power consumption is not easy and
most of the algorithm cannot run in this kit.
If the values is wrong,the exact amount of water can’t be
Supplied. Therefore, the crops leads to damage.
It does not mention, whether the water can be supplied
Periodically or automatically.
For improper net connection, information can’t be delivered
to the system properly. So the water can’t be supplied regularly.

4. Proposed system
The idea of this paper is to implement an automatic irrigation system by sensing the water content in the soil and also the temperature
valve in the farm field. The soil moisture sensor is inserted in the
soil. Depending on the quality of the sensor, it must be inserted near
the roots of the plant. The soil moisture sensor measures the conductivity of the soil.
When the moisture in the soil is above the threshold, then the user
is need not to supply the water. When the output from the soil moisture sensor is high i.e. the moisture of the soil is less. The circuit
can be used to measure the loss of moisture in the soil over time due
to evaporation and intake.In this proposed system it mainly concentrate to minimize water waste and improve plant growth. The circuit
is designed to work automatically and hence there is no need for
any human intervention. The project is intended for small gardens
and residential environment. By using an advance soil moisture sensor, the same circuit can be expanded to large agriculture fields.

5. Methodologies
The learning process is divided into two types named supervised
learning and unsupervised learning process. In this paradigm, when
the type of output is known to the system, then it comes under the
category of supervised learning. In case of unknown type output
then it will be unsupervised learning model. In this machine learning paradigm, our proposed system computes the required resources
in terms of water content based on the current environmental situations. This type of handling validates the current information and
previous history of information which provides the exact amount of
resource requirement in terms of water. In order to handle these dynamic situations, Bayesian network model is used to compute the
requirement based on the current and previous history of information.
The Bayesian learning algorithm combines the features of artificial
neural network and back propagation network. The ANN is used to
compute the output based on the current input as well as previous
history of data processed.With this concept, complete and incomplete instance separation can be done. The main advantage this approach is able to classify both complete and incomplete instances.
The back propagation network model is used to update the input
vectors with the precision based weighted output sequences. The
sequences is a type of uncertain reasoning when the full probability
model. Bayesian networks provide a natural representation for conditional independence. Bayesians interpret the a posteriori probability (output) as a measure of belief about a hypothesis or proposition updated in response to evidence. The a priori probability (input)
reflects the belief about in the absence of evidence. It computes the
joint distribution with the conditional independence and numerical
probability.
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Here the mobile application is used. While entering into the app,it
contain two main division, which are CHECK STATUS and IRRIGATION. Check Status is used to check the status of the farm
field.According to that value, the irrigation motor start supplying
water to the field.In Irrigation, it performs Start Irrigation and Stop
Irrigation. The irrigation motors turns ON while the user click the
Start Irrigation and Stop Irrigation is used to stop the supply of water. In field of agriculture, the use of proper method of irrigation is
important. The advantage of using this method is to reduce human
intervention and still ensure proper irrigation.

6. Experimental setup
6.1. Kit

Fig. 4.1: Circuit Diagram for Crop Monitoring.

(1)

Fig. 1:.Raspberry Pi 3.
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6.2. Sensors
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7. Result& discussion
The sensor circuit, sense the data from the sensor. If the sensed data
is below 5v, then the field known to be dry. The microcontroller get
the signal 1 from the timer machine, to get start the irrigation motor.
If it is less than the reference voltage (ie. 5v) then the field is known
to be dry, then the timer sends the logic signal 1 to the micro controller to turn ON the irrigation motor. If it is greater than the reference voltage then the timer sends the logic signal 0 to the micro
controller to turn OFF the irrigation motor. Using this technique,
we can reduce the communication latency and increase the rate of
the access control operation.

Fig. 3: Soil Moisture.

8. Performance analysis
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6.4. Working

With Bayesian
Network

The figure shows performance evaluation of the proposed Bayesian
network system compare to the existing monitoring technology in
terms of environmental monitoring delay. The metric is calculated
by computing the time taken to transfer the command from the device and Response received from the device. The proposed Bayesian network system achieves the better performance with minimized delay in the range of one.
The figure shows performance evaluation of the proposed Bayesian
network system compared to the existing monitoring technology in
terms of irrigation system activation delay. The metric is calculated
by computing the time taken to transfer the command from the device and the response received from the device. The proposed
Bayesian network system achieves the better performance with
minimized delay in the range of 0.6s.

9. Conclusion
The proposed system in this paper forsupply the optimal amount of
water to the crops.Automatic irrigation will help the farmer to cultivate more crops in good quality. The system has a distributed
wireless network of soil-moisture and temperature sensors placed
in the root zone of the plants. An algorithm was developed with
threshold values of temperature and soil moisture that was programmed into a microcontroller-based gateway, to control the water
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quantity. By using the low-cost Wi-Fi radio communication, Communication signals from the sensorand irrigation controller were
successfully interfaced.An irrigation machine was converted to be
electronically controlled by a programming logic controller, which
will update the sensed information. The impact of the IoT on the
evolution towards next generation, smart environments will largely
depend on the efficient integration of IoT and cloud computing
technologies.
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